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Dear Readers, 

With April upon us, there's a buzz in the office at the Islandchief as our thoughts turn towards summer holidays. Whether 
you're planning a multi-destination trip, a few weeks in your favourite country, a short break or even just a weekend 
away, peak holiday season is finally here.  

In what is an exciting time for the industry, we are well-placed to savour the finest in holiday travel, as the Maldives 
continues to fascinate its visitors by being a gateway to endless underwater exploration and harbouring unique 
experiences. For our discerning readership, long may the journey continue. 

In this issue, we bring you the inspirational journey of Mr. Abdul Majeed, Founder and Managing Director of Bison 
Maldives - a major resort construction company based in Maldives that transformed thousands of lives during the 
course of the past two decades. During this span of time, the company embarked on various projects including Cocoon 
Maldives, You & Me by Cocoon and properties for Atmosphere Group as well. 

As the month of Ramadan draws near, this month’s Bon Appétit column features a very special seafood recipe infused 
with local ingredients, generously contributed by Executive Chef at Banyan Tree Vabbinfaru & Angsana Ihuru, Michael 
Yusuf. To all our readers who wish to give their culinary skills a whirl, this dish is sure to bring a ton of excitement to the 
Iftar table.     

A Ramadan Mubarak to all our Muslim readers, and with Earth Day taking place on April 22, we wish you all a Happy 
Earth Day as well. 

Until next month, 
The islandchief Team
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Koagannu - Hulhumeedhoo Fandiyaaru Mosque
Koagannu Cemetery, situated in the northern edge of Meedhoo island in Addu city is a 
cemetery of 900-years which was built to bury the first Muslims of Addu Atoll. It is an 
unbelievable spot to escape from the clogged city life and walk around the beaten track and 
evoke a feeling of quietness. The cemetery has respected memories of royals of the Maldives 
that have been buried many years prior. This isn't for the timid, but if you're searching for a 
surprising involvement with Addu city, go to the Koagannu Cemetery.

Also, the tombs exhibit Arabic works in the memory of the individuals who had been buried 
many years ago. One of the primary motivations behind why Koagannu is a protected and 
significant landmark is because it showcases the immaculate craftsmanship of Meedhoo 
residents in those days which brightens the huge graves in Koagannu today.
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ACROSS THE SKIES

Emirates Signs MoU with 
Sri Lanka Tourism
Emirates has signed a Memorandum of 
Understanding (MoU) with Sri Lanka 
Tourism Promotion Bureau at the 
Emirates Group Headquarters in Dubai. 
The agreement reaffirms the airline’s 
commitment to Sri Lanka and outlines 
mutually beneficial initiatives that will 
help revive the country’s trade and 
tourism industry. 
 
The MoU was signed by Ahmed Khoory, 
Emirates’ Senior Vice President, 
Commercial West Asia & Indian Ocean, 
and Kimarli Fernando, Chairperson of 
Sri Lanka Tourism Promotion Bureau. 
The agreement was signed in the 
presence of Hon Prasanna Ranatunga, 
Minister of Tourism, Sri Lanka, H.E. 
Malraj De Silva, Ambassador of Sri 
Lanka to the UAE, H.E Nalinda 
Wijerathna, Consul General for Sri 
Lanka in Dubai and Sheikh Majid Al 
Mualla, Emirates’ Divisional Senior Vice 
President, International Affairs.

Ahmed Khoory, SVP Commercial West 
Asia & Indian Ocean at Emirates, said: 
“Sri Lanka remains a very key market in 

Emirates’ global network and the 
agreement signed underscores our 
unwavering commitment to the country.  
We launched operations to Colombo 
more than 35 years ago, and our 
partnership continues to grow from 
strength to strength. We look forward to 
exploring mutually beneficial initiatives 
that will help revive the nation’s trade 
and tourism sectors, and provide 
Emirates with an opportunity to serve 
market demand.” 

Kimarli Fernando, Chairperson Sri Lanka 
Tourism Promotion Bureau, stated: “Sri 
Lanka is a beautiful island destination 
with esteemed strategic partners such 
as Emirates, this is a vital aspect to 
steer Sri Lanka’s travel and tourism 
industry. Therefore, this partnership is 
crucial for us to explore and capitalize 
opportunities that emerge and to open 
up many beautiful avenues to establish 
brand awareness and perceived quality 
in the global tourism market. Thus, we 
are excited about this partnership and 
also grateful for all the support 
Emirates has extended us during the 

three decades of long relationship and 
especially during the pandemic time. 
We are hopeful that together we can 
effectively promote and serve the 
market.” 

Under the agreement, Emirates and Sri 
Lanka Tourism will benefit from joint 
activities that will help enhance trade 
and tourism, including trade shows, 
trade familiarisation trips, exhibitions, 
and workshops.
 
Since the nation safely re-opened to 
international tourists in February 2021, 
Emirates has carried more than 80,000 
passengers to Colombo. The top 
inbound markets include UAE, Italy, U.K. 

and Germany.  The airline currently 
operates 28 weekly flights to Colombo 
and is the only international carrier to 
serve the country with First Class 
services – offering passengers 
world-class products and superior 
comfort in air and on-ground. 

Emirates has safely restarted operations 
to more than 120 destinations within its 
global network, via Dubai. The airline 
has led the industry with its innovative 
products and services, including a 
comprehensive set of health and safety 
measures at every step of the journey, 
contactless technology at Dubai Airport, 
generous and flexible booking policies, 
and COVID-19 medical insurance. 
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ACROSS THE SKIES

Manta Air Joins as Travel Partner for TEDxBaaAtoll!

Manta Air and the organizers of TEDxBaaAtoll, jointly 
announces that both parties have agreed to welcome 
Manta Air as the travel partner for the first ever TEDx 
event hosted in the Maldives, TEDxBaaAtoll.
   
The TEDxBaaAtoll hosted under the theme “The Slow 
Life” will be held at the beautiful island of 

SriLankan Airlines Sponsored Raid Amazones 2022
SriLankan Airlines is the Official Airline Partner of Raid 
Amazones 2022, and is set to welcome hundreds of 
French women athletes to Sri Lanka this month for the 
annual sporting event. The airline has played a steady 
and significant role in promoting inbound tourism to 
Sri Lanka even in times of adversity, and is now at the 
forefront of revitalizing an industry that has been 
overwhelmed by the pandemic. To that end, SriLankan 
has gradually reestablished operations to 90 per cent 
of its pre-pandemic destinations and introduced 
flights to new destinations including Paris. SriLankan 
believes that sponsoring and hosting global events of 
this scale would spur on tourism and encourage 
discerning global travellers to visit the island.
  
Raid Amazones is a popular annual adventure trail 
originating from France. The event features French 
female athletes who compete their way through a 
range of challenges such as orienteering, mountain 
biking, canoeing, riding, running and archery typically 
against the backdrop of an exotic tourist destination. 
Therefore, the contest not only allows participants to 
put their skills to test but discover the unique 
landscape, people and culture of a given host country. 
This year’s event pays homage to Sri Lanka and its 
iconic Sigiriya rock fortress, the surrounding areas of 
which will play backdrop to the event.
  
Over 550 participants are expected to compete this 
year in teams of two or three members, and in two 
stages, taking in the historically, culturally and 
ecologically rich sights of Northern Matale where 
Sigiriya is located. The first leg will take place from 
13 - 23, March 2022 and the second leg is scheduled 
from 27 March – 6 April 2022. Altogether, over 600 
people are expected to attend the challenge including 
the participants, officials and representatives of global 
media organizations that will be covering the event.  

As the Official Airline Partner, SriLankan adorned an 
aircraft with customized livery highlighting Sigirya, the 

Kunfunadhoo on March 19, 2022. The event will 
feature a series of renowned local and international 
speakers including Sonu Shivdasani, Yala Shameem, 
Carissa Nimah, Hussain Rashid (Sendi), Aishath 
Adnan, Bruce Bromley, Shaziya ‘Saazu’ Saeed, Akib 
Jahir and Malsa Maaz.

TEDxBaaAtoll is an independently organized TED 
event under license from TED.com. Azhoora Ahmed, 
The TEDxBaaAtoll licensee said “We are excited to 
have TEDx conference come to the Maldives, to 
celebrate the unique ideas and experiences from the 
Maldives.”   

Mohamed Khaleel, CEO of Manta Air, said “Manta Air 
strongly believes in engaging and partnering with 
community events and are keen to support such 
transformational undertakings. Given TEDxBaaAtoll is 
the very first TEDx event in the Maldives, we are 
delighted to have had the opportunity to be a part of it.”

TEDx is a grassroots initiative, created in the spirit of 
TED’s overall mission to research and discover 'ideas 
worth spreading.' TEDx brings the spirit of TED to 
local communities around the globe through TEDx 
events. These events are organized by passionate 
individuals who seek to uncover new ideas and to 
share the latest research in their local areas that 
spark conversations in their communities. 
 
Manta Air, is seen as the game-changer in the skies of 
Maldives. Manta Air has become famous for providing 
the first on-time scheduled service in the Maldives 
where passengers have finally let go of their worry 
for last minute surprises and is known for providing a 
top notch five-star experience for all its guests which 
has also impacted the airline industry.  
 
For more details on the event visit 
https://tedxbaaatoll.com 

thematic icon of this year’s edition. Many of the 
foreign attendees of the event including athletes and 
officials are scheduled to fly from Paris to Sri Lanka on 
this special aircraft. The aircraft will then continue to 
operate to other online destinations of the airline, 
thus promoting Sri Lanka as an adventure destination 
to a wider global audience in the months ahead.  

Raid Amazones 2022 is likely to boost inbound tourist 
arrivals from France and Europe to Sri Lanka and Sri 
Lanka’s image as an ideal destination for adventure 
sports in these markets. Further, the event is expected 
to attract a vast global audience through international 
mainstream and social media coverage, paving the 
way for a considerable amount of visibility for Sri 
Lanka in markets beyond Europe.

Tourism was Sri Lanka’s third largest foreign exchange 
earning industry until the pandemic. Consequently, it 
is imperative to rebuild the industry from an economic 
standpoint considering the significant ramifications of 
the decline in tourism during the past two years 
including the shortage of foreign currency. As the 
national carrier, SriLankan Airlines continually 
endeavors to fulfill its obligation to support the 

national economy and the Government’s development 
goals. The airline hopes to help revive tourism by 
undertaking certain strategic initiatives including 
sponsoring global events such as Raid Amazones and 
expanding its network and operations.  

Chairman of SriLankan Airlines, Ashok Pathirage, said, 
“We look forward to welcoming the participants of 
Raid Amazones onboard SriLankan Airlines and to 
discover Sri Lanka, which has been endorsed as a top 
travel destination by leading global organizations 
time and again. This collaboration is one of many that 
we have planned to portray Sri Lanka as a 
multifaceted travel destination to the world as 
international travel shows signs of becoming 
accessible again.”  

In addition to SriLankan Airlines being the Official 
Airline Partner, Raid Amazones brings together several 
other local partners in a single collaborative effort. 
Theme Resorts and Connaissance De Ceylan are the 
official ground handling partner, whilst the Ministry of 
Tourism and the Sri Lanka Tourism Promotions Bureau 
are partnering to support the marketing of the event.  

From Left. Chandra Wickremasinghe - Chairman Connaissance De Ceylan, Ashok Pathirage - Chairman SriLankan Airlines, 
Prasanna Ranatunga - Minister of Tourism, S. Hettiarachchi - Secretary to the Ministry of Tourism, Alex Debanne - Chief Executive Officer 
Raid Amazones and Richard Nuttall - Acting Chief Executive of SriLankan Airlines.
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Sun Island Resort & Spa 
Introduces Spectacular 
Selection of New Luxurious 
Beach Villas

Sun Island Resort & Spa, part of Villa 
Hotels & Resorts Maldives collection 
has introduced a spectacular selection 
of luxurious new Beach Villas, Beach 
Villas with private whirlpools and 
Beach Pool Villas with private 
whirlpools. In a commitment to 
authentic Maldivian hospitality and 
breathtaking innovation, the new 
Beach Villas are designed to offer 
unfettered space with total freedom to 
explore barefoot or simply soak up the 
tropical surroundings in luxury 
indoor-outdoor living spaces. Inspired 
by the intricate details and undulating 
curves of nature, these private havens 
blend seamlessly with the lush 
nurturing environment and provide the 
ultimate island living experience.
 
The award-winning luxury eco resort 
offers guests an abundance of 
opportunity and unprecedented 
privacy to rejuvenate and reconnect 
with nature while nestled by the azure 
waters of the Indian Ocean. Set on one 
of the largest Maldives islands 
measuring 1.6 km long and located in 
the South Ari Atoll, Sun Island is just a 
20-minute domestic flight from Velana 
International Airport to Maamigili 
airport, followed by a 5-minute boat 
journey. Situated within close 
proximity to the South Ari Marine 
Protected Area (SAMPA), the resort is in 
a prime location for incredible diving 
and pristine snorkelling experiences, 
including enchanting encounters with 
whale sharks. Spend lazy days 
exploring the island paths by bike or 
venture out to the deep blue on an 
unforgettable boat trip; the 
possibilities are bespoke and 
boundless.
 

The new spacious beach villas feature 
vibrant exotic interiors which blend 
seamlessly with nature inspired 
elements and an authentic Maldivian 
meets contemporary feel throughout 
extensive open-plan living spaces. A 
total of 53 new Beach Pool Villas boast 
121sqm, each with a private pool 
measuring a generous 8ft by 20ft, 
framed by lush greenery and 
overlooking the uninterrupted 
turquoise lagoon. In addition, the new 
Beach Villas with a whirlpool offer 
secluded space with 121sqm leading out 
to a private veranda and open air 
shower, perfect for sundrenched days. 

Each villa is a self-contained sanctuary 
with direct access to the soft white sand 
and sparkling lagoon a few steps away. 
Splashes of energizing colour including 
bright fuchsia and emerald green 
combined with palm leaf printed 
features present an interesting contrast 
to the island’s natural scenery. Wake up 
to a light sea breeze and the sweet 
sounds of native tropical birds in the 
coconut canopy; Sun Island offers an 
idyllic hideaway to revitalise, seek 
inspiration and discover why the 
Maldives is one of the world’s most 
magical destinations. 

IN A NUTSHELL

AUTHORISED DEALER

MARINE VIBE
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IN A NUTSHELL

JOALI Inspires a New Generation of Female Leaders

To celebrate International Women’s 
Day 2022, JOALI BEING conducted a 
series of virtual educational sessions 
with MAPS College Maldives and 
Maldives National University. Students 
from these higher education 
institutions, representing a number of 
academic fields, joined the event. 

Led by in-house experts, the virtual 
sessions aimed to inspire a new 
generation of female leaders in 
hospitality by showcasing the range of 
opportunities that are available to 
them. JOALI BEING’s very own female 
achievers gave the young women 
real-world insights into a variety of 

departments – from culinary and 
wellbeing, to butler service and 
environmental conservation.  

“Women’s emancipation in one of the 
core values of JOALI, and we support 
this brand mission through several 
initiatives in the Maldives”, notes 
General Manager of JOALI BEING, Özgür 
Gengīz. “Being a luxury hospitality 
brand, this particular event was 
especially close to our hearts. These 
young women are a vital part of the 
future of our industry. Hopefully, some 
of them will even become leaders at 
our own very wellbeing retreat.  

At the conclusion of the session, the 
audience received a wonderful 
surprise. Melany Martinez Thomas, 
Director of Wellbeing at JOALI BEING, 
announced that in 2022 the resort will 
offer five internships across three 
divisions – wellbeing, F&B and rooms, 
as well as a chance to gain work 
experience with the Olive Ridely 
Project. 

These prestigious work opportunities 
promise to be an incredible learning 
journey. Guided by experienced JOALI 
team members, the chosen interns will 
pick up skills that are sure to prove 
invaluable for a career in hospitality. 
While the six-month internships are 
open to all, female candidates will be 
prioritized. 
 
“Along with education, getting the right 
exposure or opportunity at the right 
time can also be life-changing,” say 
Melany. “We are committed to helping 
empower women in the Maldives by 
hiring local women at all levels and 
contributing to NGOs that work 
towards women-centric causes.” 
JOALI currently supports female 
emancipation in a variety of ways. At 
the community level, the brand works 
with Maldivian organizations to aid the 

MasterChef Sweden Latest CookOut in Meeru Island 
Maldives
Several years ago, when MasterChef Sweden aired 
for the first time on Swedish National TV, nobody 
anticipated having a pivotal episode of the 
competition to be shot at Meeru Island Resort & 
Spa. 

November 2021 saw the Sveriges mästerkock 2021, 
(MasterChef Sweden 2021) that airs on TV4, its 
production crew, judges (from across Sweden such 
as Mischa Billing, Markus Aujalay, and Tom Sjostedt) 
and the contestants arrived at Meeru for episode 12 
of season 11 which was filmed on Meeru Island in the 
Maldives instead of the studio kitchen in Sweden.
 
To welcome the team, Meeru Island along with The 
Chefs Guild of Maldives (CGM), hosted a Maldivian 
night themed dinner. The evening kicked off with the 
contestants arriving at Meeru Island via speed boat 
while the judges was flown in via domestic seaplane. 
The Meeru team members welcomed the MasterChef 
team in traditional Maldivian attire, music and 
drums, handing them delicious coconut-infused 
drinks.  

This was followed by an elegantly prepared buffet 

dinner of authentic local cuisine, accompanied by 
the joyous sounds of Bodu Beru played by members 
of the Meeru team. 

For the cooking segment, the team sourced their 
vegetables, salads, fruits and spices from Meeru's 
Organic Gardens. Fish was caught by the contestants 
themselves using traditional Maldivian hand-reel 
fishing excursion they took the same day. 

The team from The Chefs Guild of Maldives (CGM), 
along with the incredible multi-national team of 
chefs of Meeru explained to the contestants how 

each ingredient was used for their taste. Using the 
information and tasting, two teams prepared locally 
themed dishes for the competition at the 
oceanfront Asian Wok Restaurant. The testing 
session by the judges was held on the beach, where 
the gentlemen's group won the round. 

The following morning the elimination round was 
held at the Pavillion Bar. The contestants had to 
taste Meeru's signature curry dish, 'Kadu Kukulhu' (a 
fish-based dish named Sea Chicken) and write down 
the ingredients. 

The Maldives cooking challenge ended with five 
contestants qualifying for the next round, where 
they ended the day sailing into the Maldivian sunset 
style in the timber yacht Kamana. 

training of girls in local schools. It has 
also implemented a policy to on-board 
more local women as team members. 
Last but certainly not least, the team 
has structured its internal processes in 
a manner that encourages female 
employees to grow and flourish.
 
The virtual panel for International 
Women’s Day featured an impressive 
line-up of speakers. The audiences 
received knowledge and guidance from 
a number of female team members at 
JOALI BEING – from the Director of 
Wellbeing to a budding local butler: 

Introduction to Jaoli Being by 
Melany Martinez Thomas, 
Director of Wellbeing 

Wellbeing Culinary Experience with 
Julia Soria, Executive Pastry Chef 

Introduction to Nutrition by Pranathi 
Bollapragada, Resident Nutritionist  

Introduction to the Olive Ridley Project 
with Olivia Forster, Sea Turtle Biologist 

Jadugar Butler Service with Mauvy 
Mahir, budding local butler 

From Left: Olivia Forster, Julia Soria, Melany Martinez Thomas, Mauvy Mahir, Pranathi Bollapragada
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Coral Nursery Powered by Mineral Accretion 
Technology (MAT) Built at Soneva Fushi, Baa Atoll
Swiss-based environmental 
organization Coralive has initiated 
their latest project in the Maldives. In 
partnership with Soneva and Ark2030, 
they will be building one of the largest 
coral nurseries in the world powered 
by mineral accretion technology (MAT) 
at Soneva Fushi, Baa Atoll.
  
The nursery has the capacity to grow 
over 50,000 coral fragments annually. 
The aim of this project is to see the 
restoration of approximately 40 
hectares of degraded reef becoming a 
reality on Soneva Fushi, says Coralive.
   
The nursery implementation operation 
kicked off with the deployment of all 
the material and equipment to the 
nursery site. This included 432 steel 
table structures and 25 concrete 
mooring blocks. These were then 
positioned as follows: 24 tables 
surrounding a mooring block make up 
one circle; 6 circles make up one 

IN A NUTSHELL

cluster; and 3 clusters make up one of 
the world’s largest coral nurseries. 
 
A Sofar Ocean SmartBuoy was also set 
up to facilitate long term data 
collection. ‘MAT’ is a restoration 
technique that utilizes low voltage 
electricity to speed up the growth 
rates of corals. The electricity source is 
land-based and delivered to the 
nursery via an underwater cable. 
Further, all 432 tables have been 
interconnected with copper wire to 
turn the nursery into one big cathodic 
structure. Our technical engineer 
installed the anodes at each central 
mooring block, and each anode was 
connected to one of three underwater 
‘Netv6’ transformers located in the 
centre of a cluster. Electrical current 
now runs from land, to transformers 
located at the nursery, to the anodes 
in each circle, which travels to the 
cathodes (the steel table structures), 
and is circulated around the site, 

eventually coming back to the 
transformer to complete the circuit via 
cathode cables. 
  
The nursery site is prone to high 
currents and surges, so it was 
important to anchor all of the 
structures down to the seabed using a 
combination of underwater drilling, 
anchoring bolts, and steel cables. With 
a few finishing touches, including 

giving each table a unique code, the 
nursery is officially ready and the 
switch turned on. 
 
As of mid-February, the project is in 
the middle of the population phase, 
and the nursery already has some 
beautiful looking corals growing in 
their new home. Follow Coralive for the 
latest updates on the growth of the 
nursery. 
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MOVERS & SHAKERS 

Radisson Blu Resort Maldives Announces New Director of 
Sales and Marketing

Radisson Blu Resort Maldives 
announces that Pascal Lutchmaya has 
joined the company as the new 
Director of Sales and Marketing, 
leading the commercial team of the 
upper upscale 5-star resort in its 
second year of operation. 

Pascal received a Bachelor’s degree in 
Hotel Management from Lycée 
Hôtelier La Renaissance in France, and 
has almost 20 years of considerable 
experience in the tourism and 
hospitality industry in Mauritius and 
Maldives. 
 
His latest appointments in Maldives 

were when he served as Director of 
Sales & Marketing of Six Senses in 
2012, and then of MINOR Hotels in 
2014. After successfully building and 
developing Uma Ilha Business & 
Management Consultancy in his home 
country, Mauritius, Pascal returns to 
his second home to join Radisson Blu 
Resort Maldives, a new resort 
generation in the island destination. 

“I am excited to be back in Maldives 
after four years. Looking forward to 
work with an incredible and 
passionate team of hospitality 
professionals, shaping up the future of 
this wonderful all-pool villa resort, 

Atmosphere Hotels & Resorts (AH&R), 
a dynamic and fast-growing 
hospitality company, starts the year 
on a winning note with four key 
leadership appointments to support 
its ambitious development plans.
 
Atmosphere's strategic onboarding of 
top talent to its senior leadership 
team include Michel Politano as VP 
Revenue & Distribution, Sarah Walker 
Kerr as VP Communications, Ashley 
Goddard as Corporate Culinary 
Director and Silvia Collepardi as VP 
Sales & Marketing for COLOURS OF 
OBLU & By Atmosphere. 

Coming from the finest hospitality 

Atmosphere Hotels Announces Newly Appointed Line 
Up of Senior Industry Veterans

and welcoming our guests and 
partners from around the world to the 
first Radisson property in the 
destination.” Says Pascal. The 
positioning of the property in the 
market is his forte, ensuring a healthy 
business mix and achieving the 
company’s targets.
 
Pascal’s favorite quote is from 
Mahatma Gandhi “The future depends 
on what you do today”, and while on 
the journey of setting the bright future 
for the resort, he enriches his days 
with outdoors activities or cooking, 
and looking forward to travelling again.  

Dusit Thani Maldives Appoints Vinod 
Mathew as New Director of Revenue
Five-star luxury destination, Dusit 
Thani Maldives, has welcomed Vinod 
Mathew to its world-class team as 
Director of Revenue, marking an 
exciting new financial chapter for the 
resort.  

An internationally minded 
professional, Mathew speaks English, 
French, Hindi, Malayalam and Tamil. He 
earned his Bachelor’s in Tourism and 
Travel Management at the University of 
Kerala, India, followed by a Master’s in 

brands across the globe, these 
accomplished leaders add to the 
company’s growth momentum. 
Helping to take its three brands, THE 
OZEN COLLECTION, COLOURS OF OBLU 
and By Atmosphere, to alluring leisure 
destinations in India, Bhutan, Nepal 
and Sri Lanka. 

Salil Panigrahi, Managing Director 
Atmosphere Hotels & Resorts said “As 
we prepare for our next phase of 
expansion, we are thrilled to welcome 
such outstanding talent to our senior 
leadership team. I am eager to see 
how their depth and breadth of 
collective experience will help us drive 
brand distinction, foster culinary 

Left to right: Sarah Walker-Kerr, Michel Politano, Silvia Collepardi & Ashley Goddard

excellence, elevate our reputation, 
reach new markets and unlock our 

immense growth potential.” 

Tourism and Hotel Management at the 
University of Perpignan, France, and an 
MBA at Institut Vatel in Nimes, France. 
   
No stranger to globe-trotting, Mathew 
began his career managing financial 
teams at hotels in Dubai and the 
Seychelles. He moved to The Maldives in 
2017 as Cluster Revenue Manager for 
LUX* Resorts and Hotels, before moving 
to Bangkok to be Corporate Director of 
Revenue Development for Centara 
Hotels & Resorts.    

He brings a wealth of experience to 
Dusit Thani Maldives, where he’ll 
oversee revenue management and 
distribution strategy and work closely 
with the resort’s department heads to 
embed a revenue management culture.
 
Mathew’s appointment has delighted 
General Manager Thomas Weber, who 
said, “We’re looking forward to seeing 
big changes in our revenue structure, 
which will elevate our property to an 
even higher level.”  



Tel: +960 333 6655 / +960 777 6541 / +960 737 0036
sales@fuelmaldives.net / www.fsm.mv

FSM Building, 4th Floor Block A,
Boduthakurufaanu Magu, 20026, Male’, Maldives

Photo: FSM Handhi barge delivery
fuel to One&Only Reethi Rah
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Christophe Adam Promoted to General 
Manager at Hideaway Beach Resort & Spa

Paradise Island Resort and Spa Appoints 
Mohamed Iujaz as Resort Manager
Mohamed Iujaz has been appointed as the 
new Resort Manager of Paradise Island 
Resort and Spa as part of strengthening the 
leadership team to drive the next phase of 
Villa Group’s growth and expansion.
  
With hospitality experience spanning more 
than ten years in international and 
domestic hotel operations, Iujaz brings a 
wealth of experience focusing on 
outstanding levels of guest service and 
developing market performance in quality 

and growth-focused environments. Iujaz's 
appointment as the Resort Manager of 
Paradise Island will witness him in an 
all-encompassing role that makes a 
significant and positive contribution to the 
resort operations, especially at this vital 
time of new rebranding and 
transformational journey for Villa Hotels & 
Resorts. 

Before joining Villa Hotels & Resorts, Iujaz 
worked in different capacities in hotels in 

Seychelles, Kuala Lumpur, and the Maldives 
operated by world-renowned brands 
including Hilton Worldwide, Four Seasons 
Resort, and Jumeirah. Iujaz believes that 
one of his core strengths is his focus on the 
customer service experience, genuinely 
engaged in providing guests with the 
best-in-class service, and ensuring guests 
have memorable experiences during their 
stay. 

Further, the General Managers and Resort 

Managers of all Villa Hotels & Resorts are 
locals as of the moment. Therefore, Iujaz's 
addition aligns with its mission to develop 
talented locals who positively impact the 
group and Maldivian society. 

Hideaway Beach Resort & Spa in the 
Maldives, operated by local operator Lily 
Hotels, has promoted Christophe Adam who 
was previously in the role of the resort’s 
Resident Manager to the position of General 
Manager. He will be responsible for the 
resort’s overall operations, guest satisfaction, 

maintaining standards, and ensuring brand 
initiatives are successfully executed.
 
With 27 years of hospitality experience and 
two degrees in International Hotel 
Management and Business Management, he 
brings a wealth of experience to Hideaway. 
Very close to his roots as a French Native, he 
has worked in Luxury Mauritian brand LUX* 
Resorts & Hotels in roles such as Resident 
Manager and Regional Director of Sales and 
Marketing before joining Lily Hotels. With this 

background, he has proven that he’s got the 
right experience and drive needed to bring 
Hideaway Beach Resort & Spa to the next 
level. The operator’s Group Director of Sales 
& Marketing has this to say regarding the 
promotion, “With Lily Hotels’ confidence in 
his ability as a leader at the property and his 
mastery in taking care of our guests and 
foreseeing their needs, this promotion comes 
especially in a critical time with the launch of 
the new collection of villas and outlet - The 
Signature Collection by Hideaway, where his 
contribution to the team will be paramount.” 

“This industry still holds a special place in 
my heart”, Christophe said. “I never get tired 
of seeing people's smiles when they have 
had an enjoyable stay. Be it a family's annual 
vacation, a honeymoon, or a special 
anniversary, being able to create 
unforgettable experiences in people's lives is 
what keeps me motivated. With my aim to 
drive amazing teams and with a focus on 
being adaptable in these challenging times, 
Hideaway has made my love for my job grow 
through the years and am looking forward to 
do more with my new position.” 

MOVERS & SHAKERS 
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EVENTS & AWARDS

Cooking Class Held for Little Chefs Concluded 
Successfully

Cooking training programme held for 
children, ‘Little Chefs Cooking Class’ 
has been successfully concluded on 
March 19, 2022. 

The programme held over the 
weekend, gathered 15 participants in 
the age range of 10-13 years, where 
they created an array of delicious 
dishes in the kitchen under the 
guidance of talented chefs from Chefs 
Guild of Maldives (CGM) and Faculty of 
Hospitality and Tourism Studies 
(FHTS). 
 
The program helped equip them with 
the skills and knowledge to put 
together a meal on their own. Cooking 
is not just about developing the basics 
of preparing a meal. It is also learning 
about nutrition, food safety as well as 
developing math, science, literacy, 
motor skills and teamwork.  
  

The program put emphasis on instilling 
these concepts in the young chefs, 
while building their confidence in 
cooking and making it a fun interactive 
experience in a friendly and safe 
environment. The program was also 
planned to motivate and attract kids to 
have some excitement and fun with 
the guardian/mother/father in the 
kitchen during the coming month 
Ramadan. 

Participation certificates were 
presented to all the Little Chefs who 
took part in the program. 

Little Chef program was organized as 
part of the promotional activities for 
the F&B Show set to be held from June 
2-4, 2022. The program was presented 
by Highrise Pvt Ltd in collaboration 
with Chef Guild Maldives (CGM) and 
Faculty of Hospitality and Tourism 

Studies (FHTS). The recipes used in the 
program will be published in an online 
recipe book for kids to put their 
culinary skills to test at home. 
 
Key sponsors and supporting partners 
of F&B Show Little Chefs includes; 
Nestlé Professional as Main Sponsor, 
Villa Trading and Maldives Gas as 
Co-sponsor. Enzi, Astrabon and 
Samann Trading as Gift Partners. 

Food & Beverage Show is your 
opportunity to explore and sample the 
largest selection of food and 
beverages, catering to the taste of the 
Maldives.

About CGM   
The Chefs Guild of Maldives (CGM) is 
the first non-profit-making association 
established for chefs working in the 
Maldives. The association is dedicated 
solely to the advancement of the 
culinary art of the Maldives. The 
association was founded in 2014, and 
within almost a year, CGM joined the 
World Association of Chefs Societies 
(WACS). WACS endorses the CGM as the 
authorized Maldivian national culinary 
association. The CGM, thereby, has an 
international culinary focus and 
multi-national support for the staging 
of its various competitions, seminars 
and events.  
 
About FHTS    
The Faculty of Hospitality and Tourism 
Studies is the premier institute for 
tourism studies in the Maldives that 
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has been in existence for the past 
three decades. Several of the emerging 
workers in the hospitality industry 
have completed their tourism studies 
in degree and diploma level at the 
institute. 
   
MNU recently organized a food 
exhibition "Fahi Sufuraa," which took 
place from 24-26 March, promoting 
local delicacies prepared by the 
students of MNU.

Newton Cross, Director of SABA – International Butler 
Academy Wins Julian Star® Award
The Director of SABA – International 
Butler Academy, in Cape Town, South 
Africa, Newton Cross has received the 
Julian Star® Award by International 
Hospitality Institute. Newton was 
amongst one of the 10 hospitality stars 
to have won the award from across the 
world. 
 
One of the most distinguished service 
awards in the global hospitality 
industry, the Julian Star® (also known 
as the “J Star”) recognizes hospitality 
establishments and practitioners that 
are delivering differentiated, and 
discerning service to their customers. 

IHI believes that customer service, at its 
best, should be intuitive, emotive, and 
imaginative. 

The Julian Star® is named after Saint 
Julian, the patron saint of hospitality. 
Winners of the Julian Star® will 
exemplify the spirit of compassion and 
humility in their dealings with 
customers, and a servant leadership 
approach in their interactions with 
co-workers. Unlike some industry 
awards which focus on the amenities, 
luxury level, and location offered by 
hospitality establishments, the Julian 
Star® rates only the quality of customer 

service delivered by hospitality 
establishments and the customer 
service competency of 
practitioners. 

Newton’s experience as a Butler 
started in 2002. He knew where 
his future career path lied, having 
established interest in the field 
from a young age. He provides 
clients with exceptional service 
with only the highest quality of 
professionalism on Butler 
training which is delivered with 
experience, passion and 
devotion. 
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Maldives Exhibited as Partner Country of OTM Mumbai
Maldives Marketing and Public 
Relations Corporation (MMPRC/Visit 
Maldives) together with the tourism 
industry took part in the OneWorld 
Travel Mart (OTM Mumbai); as the 
partner country to further strengthen 
the Maldives’ brand visibility in this 
market from the 14th to 16th of March 
2022 at the Bombay Convention Centre.

OTM Mumbai, also referred to as the 
gateway to India's largest travel 
market, is one of the largest 
international gatherings of travel trade 
buyers and professionals in India. This 
event provides the opportunity for the 
international travel trade to meet 
tourism professionals and build 
long-term business relations from 
around the world. This year's OTM 
event hosted over 1,100 exhibitors from 
55 countries, with visitor figures 
reaching over 30,000 during the three 
days of the event.    

The Chief Executive Officer and 
Managing Director of MMPRC, 
Mr. Thoyyib Mohamed, participated in a 
panel discussion held on the sidelines 

of OTM under the title “The Importance 
of India-Outbound in the Post 
Pandemic Market Recovery”. Speaking 
at this panel discussion, Thoyyib 
addressed the current position of the 
market and the ongoing efforts by 
MMPRC and industry stakeholders to 
maintain the Maldives as one of the 
most preferred destinations among 
Indians. MMPRC was also conferred an 
award by One Above Agency, one of the 
leading travel agencies of India, in 
recognition for the work done by the 
corporation in the Indian market. The 
award was titled “FRIEND OF INDIAN 
OUTBOUND TRAVEL FRATERNITY”.   

As the partner country, Maldives is 
entitled to visibility on both offline 
and online components. As such 
Maldives was promoted as a preferred 
holiday destination for Indians by 
highlighting tourism products and 
segments and experiences at strategic 
locations of the venue. Further to this, 
their participation was communicated 
to over 50,000 agents in the organizers 
database through official presses and 
emailers.    

The Maldives was represented by 
MMPRC at a designated stand at OTM 
2022, along with 18 co-exhibitors. The 
main purpose of participating in this 
event is to promote the Maldives as a 
safe haven for travelers and to update 
the Indian travel trade with the latest 
information and travel guidelines from 
the destination. Throughout the event, 
MMPRC showcased the geographical 
advantages of the scattered islands of 
the Maldives, allowing natural social 
distancing, and making the nation one 
of the safest destinations for tourists, 
in addition to marketing the resorts, 

hotels, guesthouses/homestays and 
liveaboards through this event.    

India was the top source market to the 
Maldives, in the past two years. The 
market has contributed to the overall 
recovery of the tourism sector during 
the past two years. As part of the 
marketing strategy for the India market, 
participation in OTM will efficiently 
promote various segments of tourism to 
travel trade professionals. This strategy 
aims to assist the destination to 
increase future bookings and arrival 
figures from India.

Maldives Floating City Shortlisted for the Prestigious 
MIPIM Award

Maldives Floating City has reached the 
finals for a prestigious international 
award, the MIPIM Award, often dubbed 
the ‘Oscars for Global Developments’. 
 
The Maldives Floating City was 
selected for the MIPIM Award from 161 
development projects worldwide, 
under the category of ‘Best Futura 
Mega Project’. 
 

Maldives Floating City is an innovative 
housing project being developed in a 
lagoon 15 minutes boat ride from 
Male’. Using the latest in floating 
technology from the Netherlands, the 
floating city will comprise of 5,000 
housing units, tethered to the lagoon 
floor and linked together to create a 
safe and comfortable environment. 
 
The other three finalists in MIPIM 

Award ‘Best Futura Mega Project 
’category are: LaMercedes Barcelona, a 
project to convert a former Mercedes 
car factory in Barcelona, Spain, into a 
mixed-use eco-district; a new Siemens 
Healthineers campus in Bangalore, 
India; and an academy for Alibaba in 
Hangzhou, China.
  
Commenting on reaching the MIPIM 
Award finals, Maldives Floating City 

director Ibrahim Riyaz said: “The MIPIM 
Awards are the world's most prestigious 
prize for global developments. That the 
Maldives Floating City has reached the 
finals is a huge vote of confidence in 
our project, and underlines how 
cutting-edge our technology is. We are 
delighted and honoured to be selected 
for the finals of this award.”  
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COLOURS OF OBLU Unveils New Adults-Only Resort – 
OBLU SELECT Lobigili

COLOURS OF OBLU, a brand by Atmosphere Hotels & 
Resorts, has announced expansion of its portfolio 
with the highly anticipated opening of OBLU SELECT 
Lobigili on March 24, 2022. Conveniently located in 
Malé Atoll, the resort is just a 15-minutes speedboat 
ride from Velana International Airport. 

In the Maldivian language of Dhivehi, ‘Lobi’ means 
love and ‘Gili’ means island. Lobigili is, in essence, 
the island of love. Blessed with verdant foliage, this 
five-star adults only resort features 68 
contemporary beach and water villas – all assuring 
gorgeous views of the incandescent turquoise-blue 
lagoon. 

With the resort’s exclusive Lobi PlanTM guests can 
immerse in a blissfully carefree stay. This generous 
plan includes specialty fine-dining, unlimited 
beverages, spa services, Indian Ocean excursions, a 
selection of non-motorised watersports as well as a 
fully stocked minibar replenished daily.

Romantic Dine Around Experiences 
OBLU SELECT Lobigili continues with the brand’s 
tradition of exceptional fine dining, elevating the 

mealtime experience with playful and fun touches. 

At Ylang-Ylang, the All-Day Dining Restaurant, 
delectable world cuisine with intimate nooks for 
couples and a unique book corner are unmissable. 
The Swing Bar with its chilled out beachside vibe is 
beyond perfect. It features chic hammocks, swings 
and a stunning infinity pool that is one of the 
largest in the Maldives. Evenings come alive with 
handcrafted, aromatised cocktails and hypnotic DJ 
and Live Band performances that spark passion. 

That is not all. As specialty dining experiences, there 
is Gaadiya 17 Food Truck serving grab-and-go game 
meat grills to be relished in a fun, open-air setting 
on the beach under starry skies. And an exotic ONLY 
BLU Underwater Restaurant, one of the largest 
underwater restaurants in the country, where guests 
can experience impeccable modern gourmet cuisine 
with a pairing of red and white wines.
 
Indulgent and Exhilarating Island Life 
From romantic sunset cruises to snorkelling at the 
marine-rich house reef, from kayaking over brilliant 
cyan waters to yoga on the beach and fitness 

sessions at an overwater gymnasium – there is an 
enchanting palette of experiences to revel in. 

A standout experience is ELE | NA The Spa –designed 
exclusively for couples and adults. The tranquil spa 
complex features four secluded double treatment 
rooms with couples bath. 

Exclusive locally inspired spa treatments include:
-  Lobi Dhooni (Love Bird) - A choice of coconut shell 

massage or Maldivian sand massage, coconut body 
scrubs, nourishing scalp treatment, face mask and 
bath ritual. 

-  Hithun Hithath (Heart To Heart) - A couples therapy 
that uses organically treated bamboo stalks to 
massage the body followed by a relaxing facial and 
bath ritual. 

-  Dhekanbalun (You & Me) - This couple’s detox 
package flushes out toxins through hot and cold 
stone therapy followed by a crystal face massage 
and bath ritual.

 
Guests can also choose to stroll over to neighbouring 
Ailafushi island and mix it up with a different world 
of enchanting sights, sounds and culture. 

Jorge Amaro, the General Manager of OBLU SELECT 
Lobigili, says “We are excited to welcome our first 
guests. Whether they seek the romance of solo travel, 
a one-of-a-kind celebration with friends or sharing 
some intimate ‘us time’ with their partner, our 
secluded sanctuary offers a perfectly chilled-out 
getaway amidst surreal ocean vistas.” 

The COLOURS OF OBLU portfolio also includes – OBLU 
SELECT Sangeli, OBLU NATURE Helengeli and OBLU 
XPERIENCE Ailafushi (opening in early May 2022). 

NEW OPENINGS
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Ooredoo Maldives to Donate Essential Healthcare 
Equipment to All Health Centers in Maldives
Ooredoo Maldives has announced its 
initiative to donate essential Health 
Kits to all the Health Centers across 
the nation. The donation was initiated 
as part of its efforts to promote Good 
Health in line with its commitment to 
the United Nations Sustainable 
Development Goals (“Global Goals”). 
Ooredoo Maldives aims to help Health 
Centers provide essential and 
necessary care at all corners of the 
nation.  

The initiative to donate the Health Kits 
was first revealed at a special meeting 
attended by Minister of Health, 
Mr. Ahmed Naseem and Managing 
Director & Chief Executive Officer of 
Ooredoo Maldives Mr. Khalid Al-Hamadi 
and other senior officials to discuss 
ongoing areas of collaboration. The 
Health Kits includes essential 
equipment, Stethescope, Digital 
Sphygmamanometer, Pulse Oxymeter, 
Otoscope, Digital Thermometer and a 
Nebulizer Machine.  

COVID-19 has amplified the urgency 
and importance of maintaining good 
health and wellness.  Hence, Ooredoo 

Maldives said that the company has 
planned several activities and 
initiatives that support and promotes 
Health and Wellness as its CSR focus 
for the year 2022. Ooredoo Maldives 
continues to extend its support to 
councils, recreational clubs and 
sponsored several tournaments across 
the nation to promote and encourage 
Maldives communities to take on a 
healthier lifestyle. Every year since 
2017, Ooredoo Color Run remains the 
biggest event where people of all ages 
participates in 5km fun run that 
permeates the importance of staying 
active. 

As a community focused company, 
Ooredoo Maldives has remained a 
close partner and enabler connecting 
the people to quality services, 
enabling access to necessary and 
important information, especially at 
times of crisis. Ooredoo Maldives have 
leveraged on its platforms to spread 
awareness on measures against 
outbreaks of preventive diseases such 
as Dengue, Measles and many more. 

Since the beginning of the pandemic, 

Ooredoo has continued to support the 
communities with both digital 
solutions and relief measures. In 
addition to critical connectivity 
support, mass awareness on Covid-19 
prevention and relief, as well as digital 
solutions which enable online 
education, health services and 
enterprises, together with Ooredoo 
Group, Ooredoo Maldives donated 
MVR 2,500,000 to the Government of 
the Maldives to acquire necessary 
equipment and supplies to combat 
the pandemic.

In 2018, Ooredoo Maldives also 

Maldives Marketing and Public 
Relations Corporation (MMPRC / Visit 
Maldives) has initiated a ‘Cabvertising 
Campaign’ with Malaysia’s MyBump 
Media. This campaign will be held 
from March 17 to May 17, 2022.   

MyBump Media is the leading 
crowdsourced ad tech platform for 
transit outdoor media advertising in 
Malaysia. They regularly have ads 
endorsed on cars by genuine 
consumer-matching and using 
demographic, geo-location and 
consumer behavior data.   

This campaign aims to promote the 
Maldives as a preferred and safe 
tourist destination for Malaysian 
travelers. It aligns with MMPRCs’ 
Southeast Asia market strategy to 
target various relevant segments. The 
Cabvertising Campaign with MyBump 
Media will assist in its efforts to 
maximize visibility of Maldives in the 

Malaysia market and increase 
destination awareness and maintain 
brand presence by showcasing the 
unique experiences of Maldives. This 
campaign will further help to create 
greater awareness of guesthouses and 
affordable resort options available in 
the Maldives.   

The Cabvertising Campaign will feature 
ads of Maldives on 30 cabs in locations 
such as KL City Center and KLIA/KLIA2 
area. It will highlight 3 categories of 
Maldives including honeymoon, 
underwater & tourism in general. 
Another feature of the campaign is a 
blog write-up, and dedicated mails 
promoting Maldives will be sent out to 
the connections of MyBump Media. 
Maldives will also be advertised to all 
MyBump drivers through in-app 
messaging, while Maldives will be 
additionally mentioned on their 
Facebook and Instagram platforms.   

This campaign is held in line with 
MMPRC’s marketing strategy for 
SEA market, which is focused on 
ambient outdoor campaigns to 
strengthen Maldives brand in all 
major cities of the countries in 
this market, greater B2B contact 
with tour-operators and 
participation in major travel fairs 
and roadshows to cover all major 
cities.   

Malaysian borders were closed 
due to covid restrictions during 
the most part of 2020 and 2021 
but are now open for travel. From 
January to February this year, 
Maldives welcomed 1,194 visitors from 
this market. During last year MMPRC 
held several social media/digital 
campaigns and other activities for this 
market, to maintain destination 
momentum and increase arrivals once 
the borders reopen. This includes 
campaigns with TripZilla and Travel 

donated three sea ambulances, 
installed with a state-of-the-art 
navigation and communication 
systems, fully equipped with oxygen 
cylinders along with other items of 
essential safety equipment to Ministry 
of Health to support the Government of 
the Maldives efforts to provide quality 
healthcare to its citizens. 
 
Ooredoo Maldives reaffirms its 
commitment to the people and will 
continue to enrich the lives of the 
people of Maldives with innovative 
solutions leveraging on its platforms 
and resources. 

Maldives Kicks Off Cabvertising Campaign 
with Malaysia’s MyBump Media 

Weekly Asia. Activities planned for the 
Malaysian market for 2022 include 
campaigns with TripZilla, Hipwee, 
Apple Vacations, Maldives E-Learning 
Program. MMPRC also plans to 
participate in MATTA Fair, Malaysia 
International Dive Expo (MIDE) and 
Thailand Dive Expo this year.  
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Noo Raajje Ocean Use Survey Reaches Halfway 
Milestone with Unprecedented Response Rate
Noo Raajje’s ambitious Ocean Use 
Survey has reached its halfway 
milestone, with nearly 1,900 responses, 
representing 7,500 ocean users from 16 
atolls across the Maldives. Since the 
launch, the survey has been met with 
enthusiasm from Maldivians. The 
impressive participation from 
community members has made this 
survey the largest Ocean Use Survey to 
date. The survey examines how local 
waters are used by fisherfolk, local 
communities, individuals, the tourism 
sector, and others.

Over the past three months, 18 Noo 
Raajje facilitators have been talking to 
communities across the nation to 
ensure widespread representation 
across all 16 ocean use sectors 
identified for the survey. With 71% of 
Maldivians relying on the ocean as 
their primary source of income, a 
successful Maldivian economy, led by 
fisheries and tourism is dependent on 
healthy and vibrant ocean ecosystems.  

The Ocean Use Survey is part of Noo 
Raajje’s science based, community 
driven Marine Spatial Planning process 

that seeks to strengthen the 
government’s blue economy initiatives 
by promoting sustainable fisheries 
practices and tourism activities. The 
results of the survey will also be used 
to help identify conservation areas to 
reach the administration’s target of 
preserving at least 20% of the 
Maldivian ocean and its resources to 
ensure sustainable development and 
advancement of blue economy strategy 
initiatives in the Maldives.  

Noo Raajje is still seeking additional 
input on how the oceans are utilized 
by stakeholders around the country in 
order to ensure widespread 
representation. The team of facilitators 
will continue traveling throughout the 
Maldives in order to reach each 
inhabited island. Interested 
participants who want to influence the 
future of the nation’s ocean can also 
schedule time with a facilitator or 
complete the survey independently. 
Visit 
www.nooraajje.org/oceanusesurvey to 
learn more.   

Noo Raajje is a program led by the 

Government of the Maldives, including 
the President's Office and the Ministry 
of Fisheries, Marine Resources and 
Agriculture, and in partnership with 
government agencies including the 
Ministry of Environment, Climate 
Change and Technology, the Ministry of 
National Planning, Housing and 
Infrastructure, the Ministry of Economic 
Development, the Ministry of Tourism, 
the Environmental Protection Agency, 
and the Maldives Marine Research 
Institute, and others.

International support comes from the 

Gulf Craft makes waves at the Dubai International Boat 
Show

Gulf Craft, one of the world’s leading 
boat and yacht manufacturers, kicked 
off its 40th Anniversary celebrations at 
the Dubai International Boat Show 
with the world debut of its Nomad 70 
and Silvercat 40cc and the first details 
of a brand-new superyacht.

During a press conference hosted by 
Gulf Craft’s Chairman, Mohammed 

Hussein AlShaali, the yacht 
manufacturer also revealed the very 
first images of a brand-new superyacht; 
the Majesty 111. 

A long-standing supporter of the Dubai 
International Boat Show since its very 
first edition in 1992, Gulf Craft 
displayed 14 of its world-class vessels 
from its Majesty Yachts, Nomad, Oryx 

Blue Prosperity Coalition, including the 
Waitt Institute, National Geographic 
Pristine Seas, Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography, SeaSketch, Environmental 
Markets Solutions Lab at UC Santa 
Barbara, UCLA Institute of the Environment 
and Sustainability, and others.  

Sports Cruiser and Silvercraft brands at 
the event.

About Gulf Craft:
Gulf Craft is the world’s fully-integrated 
boat and yacht manufacturer with a 
proven track-record in designing and 
delivering high-quality, 
super-performing vessels that define 
the contemporary marine lifestyle. A 
brand of choice in lifestyle 
boats/yachts, Gulf Craft delivers 
high-quality personalised vessels for 
pleasure and for commercial pursuits 
for clientele across the world.

With a global team of professionals, 
Gulf Craft is led by a passionate 
leadership that pushes boundaries and 
consistently raises the bar in design 
and performance, underpinned by its 
flagship Majesty 175, the world’s largest 
composite production superyacht.

Gulf Craft manufacturers yachts and 
boats, from 31-foot to 175-foot, which 

appeal to a wide audience such as 
touring passenger vessels and has five 
key brands: Silvercraft – smaller family 
and fishing boats; Oryx sports yachts 
and open cruisers; Nomad explorer 
yachts; the flagship Majesty yachts; and 
Touring Passenger Vessels. Utilising 
advanced technology, powerful 
engineering, timeless design, and 
world-class craftsmanship. Gulf Craft 
operates two manufacturing facilities – 
a 462,000 sq ft facility in Umm Al 
Quwain and a 100,000-square-foot 
facility in the Maldives as well as a 
service centre in Ajman. To date, the 
company has built over 10,000 boats. 

Gulf Craft has the world’s first 
fully-integrated design and production 
facility for boats/yachts and evolves 
constantly to meet customer 
aspirations. Founded in 1982, Gulf Craft 
has introduced new and diversified 
production lines, as well as dealer 
networks globally.
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Master Chef Luca Massimiliano Radice Appointed 
Ambassador of World Master Chefs Society
Executive Chef at Vilamendhoo Resort 
/ Master Chef Luca Massimiliano 
Radice has been appointed as the 
Ambassador for World Master Chefs 
Society.  Luca is the first chef in the 
Maldives and Europa to hold two 
Ambassador titles of Master Chef 
level.

Master Chef Luca has been recognized 
for leading multi-faceted culinary 
programs and reshaping consumer 
experiences: Appointed Denmark's 
representative Ambassador For (CSF) 
Chefs Sans Frontiers (2022), Appointed 
Official Ambassador World Master 
Chef society (2022) (WMCM) 2021 
Member OF World Master Chefs 
Society (MWMCS) (2021), Awarded with 
Diploma in Culinary Excellence 2021, 
Award-winning Culinary Order of Merit 
medal (2021) holds the prestigious 
title of World Chefs Certified Master 
Chef (WCMC) and World Chefs Certified 
Executive Chef (WCEC) World 
Association of Chefs' Societies (WACS), 
and City & Guilds. He has worked in 
the major American and European 5 
and 6-star Cruise line brands, and in 
5-star hotel chains in the Middle East 
and East Africa as Area Corporate 
Executive Chef with the mission and 

IN THE NEWS

purpose of delivering the best culinary 
experience to guests, merging 
traditions with innovative and 
interactive contemporary trends. His 
hobbies include fishing, swimming, 
hiking, and traveling. 

The World Master Chefs Society 
evolved from the International 
Academy of Chefs founded in 1947 by 
Jean Conil, Marius Dutreym Adolf 
Cadier, Cyprien Jurien, B. Callderoni 
and Len Howe. 

"Founded over 50 years ago the World 
Master Chefs Society now has 
worldwide members in 50 countries 
and is the only Society certified to 
award the title of World Master Chef, 
Qualifications of the highest standard 
are required for members, including 
the Master Chefs City and Guilds 
Certificate.World Master Chefs to foster 
their culinary wisdom and creativity 
within their kitchens and communities 
and share their global stories to 
promote the social, educational, 
environmental and inspirational 
impact of our industry. We recognize 
and reward talented professional chefs 
and we exclusively invite them to join 
the Society, connecting our 
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international members and sharing 
their wealth of knowledge, experience 
and ability that they have collected 
over the years."

Master Chef Luca was appointed 
Denmark's representative Ambassador 
For (CSF) Chefs Sans Frontiers (2022) in 
the charity association founded by the 
famous Celebrity Master chef  Alan 
Coxon where the most important and 
celebrity master chefs in the world 

collaborate such as 35 Ambassadors 
that includes Chef Luca, and the likes 
of the Private chef to the Pope at 
Vatican city, The Private chef to Prince 
Charles and the Duchess of Cornwall, 
HRH Prince Rina of Madagascar, many 
Michelin star chefs from UK, Sweden, 
Japan, Spain, and in countries ranging 
for Peru, Mexico, Bulgaria, Lebanon, 
Vietnam.

CGM Appreciates the Support Extended by BBM in Fully 
Sponsoring 6 Local Young Chefs to Take Part in 
Worldchefs Congress & Expo 2022

Chefs Guild of Maldives (CGM) has expressed 
appreciation towards the efforts of Bestbuy Maldives 
Pvt Ltd (BBM) in fully sponsoring 6 young chefs of 
Maldives, taking part in the Worldchefs Congress & 
Expo 2022.  

CGM has been advocating to provide exponential 
opportunities for the young chefs of Maldives along 
with industry organizations and companies through 
various national and international forums and events 
as these emerging young chefs are the ones to shape 
the future of the Maldives Food and Beverage industry.  

BBM had previously announced to sponsor 6 young 
culinary students with the registration for the World 
Chefs Congress & Expo to be held from May 30 to June 2, 
2022 in Abu Dhabi. However, with the efforts of CGM and 
BBM’s endeavor to promote and establish talented local 
chefs, BBM recently announced to fully sponsor the 6 
students in their participation in the Worldchefs 
Congress & Expo 2022. CGM greatly appreciates the 
continuous support received from BBM in their various 
events and activities held for the development of the 
industry and young chefs in the Maldives.  

Worldchefs Congress & Expo has been organized in over 
36 cities across the world throughout its illustrious 
93-year history. Worldchefs Congress & Expo attracts 

thousands of delegates from across the five continents 
to network and expand their professional bonds. The 
4-day event is comprised of an extensive educational 
program, the prestigious Global Chefs Challenge culinary 
competition, a trade exhibition, and numerous industry 
events and activities, such as the Country Presidents’ 
and Continental Directors Meetings.
  
Leading chefs of all levels and specialties, from 
Executive Chefs to Young Chefs will attend the event to 
gain insight from experts, take part in immersive 
workshops to spark new ideas for their business or 
career, and network with the largest culinary body 
worldwide. Renowned culinary schools and training 
providers will also connect with emerging culinary 
talent, share best-practices, exchange ideas and 
develop consensus to strengthen global standards of 
education and learning.
  
Each Congress, the program is designed to develop 
future leaders and encourage conversation between 
junior and senior chefs from around the globe.
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QUALITY PRINTING.

DELIVERED FAST.

 

“What I love most in my job as a Chef is to try different flavors wherever I go. I am very fortunate to work 
here in the Maldives, where the seafood is as fresh as it gets, and my love for seafood led me to create 
this dish.”

Courtesy of 
Executive Chef Michael Yusuf
Banyan Tree Vabbinfaru & Angsana Ihuru

Stuffed Squid Tube with 
Prawns' Farce, Yam 
Pumpkin Mousseline, 
Beetroot Puree and Light 
Ginger and Curry Sauce 
Topped with Sautéed 
Kopee Faiy

Ingredients:
250g squid tube
60g medium seize prawns
10g kopee faiy leaves
7g Hondashi powder
10ml lemon juice
Salt to taste or 5g
White pepper to taste or 2kg
50g beetroot

100 local yams 
20g pumpkin
10g garlic powder
10g ginger powder
20g olive oil
25 onions chopped 
20ml cooking cream
10g curry powder

Prawn Farce :
100g Ground meat prawns 
5g Salt
5g Crushed black pepper
60ml Cooking cream
10g Hondashi powder
10g Sesame oil

Preparation:
For the prawn farce: Mix all ingredients in a blender and blend till smooth and fluffy. 
Keep in the chiller for 10 mins to set. 
Marinate squid with olive oil, salt, white pepper, ginger and garlic powder, Hondashi powder.
Stuff squid with farce, whole prawn and kopee faiy leaves. Do not forget to use skewer and seal mouth to 
avoid everything coming of the squid.
Seal squid on the grill for 5mins, both sides and put in the oven for 10mins.
For sauce: In a saucepan put olive oil and onions. Sauté until golden brown. Add curry powder and sauté 
to release flavor. Add ginger and garlic powder, then cooking cream and seasoning. Allow to reduce for 10 
mins at a low temperature.

Ready to serve.  

Michael was born in Abuja, Nigeria, where he developed a passion for hospitality and did a two-year 
apprenticeship program. He moved to Cameroon for six months and then to Seychelles for five years, 
where he further enhanced his culinary skills by working with top Chefs in five-star resorts before finally 
moving to the Maldives. Michael has a strong background in Italian cuisine, but he has a stronger desire 
to discover local flavors and turning them into sumptuous meals.

Serving 4-6 persons 
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Frankly Speaking
With the world’s eyes on the Russia-Ukraine war, it’s not surprising that the travel industry is seeing a slowdown in sales. How do you view the 
conflict affecting Maldives tourism this summer?

Fawzan Faried 
Maldives -  Country Manager, 
Sri Lankan Airlines

The Globe has seen worse mental battles than distraction a war could bring into life . 
Covid has already made a substantial lifestyle transformation among all of us. Yes I 
believe the developments in Russia Ukraine region might bring in economic impact on 
dependent countries however the situation only see a minor impact on the tourism 
industry. If not for the airspace restrictions, Surely 50 out 100 Russians would still prefer 
to travel on Holiday overseas. Which means there is no question about the rest of the 
world! 

The only setback I see is the total shutdown of Ukraine's tourist market. 

Gradual opening of Far East and SouthEast Asia will certainly bridge at least 50% - 60% 
expected shortfall from Ukraine market. 

I see the opening of South East Asia as a bigger threat to Subcontinent Tourism than 
Russia and Ukraine unrest.

Innovation that combines 
sensational design with 
sustainability.

w w w. b l a n c . m v

Mohamed Bassam Adam
Chief Executive Officer 
Atolls World

I believe Maldives tourism will also be impacted by this , 
Russia and Ukraine as the largest market for Maldives since 
east of Covid lockdown.  This summer if we do not focus on 
other markets it will be a huge downfall found unpack  arrival 
curve for Maldives:

Reiner Schaetz
Liveaboard Consultant

Unless I am wrong but Russia and Ukraine together had a market 
share of 17-18% in Maldives which is substantial. We no longer receive 
guests from such countries, yet we can compensate with other 
nationalities at discounted rates and incentives. The key problem is 
the spiking inflation which also concerns many travellers and almost 
all I know personally. Spiking global debt of Governments, Corporate 
and private households is another major and accelerating problem. 
The massive debt bubble around the globe will burst sooner than 
later, it is just a question of time. There is no doubt about it, also 
according to leading economists around the globe. That would lead 
into a worldwide economic depression and likely more severe than in 
1929. 

In Germany the gas price increased by over 300% from the end of last 
year. Just 1 example. We expect fewer bookings in summer. There are 
so many travel options during the European summer. Almost all my 
friends and guests I know do not consider visiting Maldives during 
the European summer. Why would they? But I believe it will not be a 
bad summer for Maldives.

Yoosuf Riffath
President 
Association of Travel Agents (ATA)

Having war will affect the Travel industry, 
including Maldives as well. We have to 
develop and strategies our approach to 
other countries like China and India for 
summer.

Shaaz Waleed
Managing Director
Resort Life Travel

It will slow down sales and 
Maldives tourism will be very badly 
affected.




